The Robert F. Panara Haiku Contest Winners

Jessica McKinney  First Place
Rita DeSarkar  Second Place
Sam Sepah  Second Place

Danielle Rogers  Third Place
Christine LaFrance  Fourth Place
Sam Sepah  Fourth Place

Rita DeSarkar  Honorable Mentions
Raquib Din  Honorable Mentions
Jonathan Ricks  Honorable Mentions
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The Robert F. Panara Haiku Contest Winners

Ohta Yoshihiro
First Place

Takeshima Eri
Second Place

Matsumoto Hiroyuki
Third Place

Ruchigami Kazuaki
Third Place

Toyota Keiko
Fourth Place

Nagai Yumiko
Fourth Place

Ikeda Chikako
Honorable Mention

Takama Junji
Honorable Mention

Nakajima Ami
Honorable Mention
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